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How do freedom, adventure and nature balance 
with relaxation, cosiness and security? Your Bürst-
ner will answer that for you! It is your space for all 
those happy moments. It is spontaneous and flex-
ible, yet familiar and homely. In a nutshell: it is your 
favourite place - wherever you find yourself.

Experience unforgettable 
moments in a place 
where you have 
everything to be happy: 
We call it 
WOHNFÜHLEN.



A motorhome vacation is a way of life and of-
ten a long dream come true.
We at Bürstner have made it our task to make 
traveling in your motorhome as pleasant as 
possible. Furniture should not only look good, 
it should also be suitable for everyday use. 
Surfaces should not only look good today, but 

also after many years of intensive use. Floor 
plans should offer you as much space as possi-
ble and the sleeping facilities should be cosy 
and comfortable. Our living feel experts take 
care of that. They work hand in hand and with 
passion that you can feel completely at home 
even on vacation.

www.buerstner.com/uk/wohnfuehlen

#lifedreams
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Direct line to the Configurator
Use the Bürstner configurator to assemble your 
dream vehicle step by step.
 www.buerstner.com/uk/configurator

Online Vehicle Advisor
You know what you need and what you would like in a 
motorhome. The Bürstner Vehicle Advisor will look for 
options based on your requirements and preferences. 
www.buerstner.com/uk/model-finder

CAMPERVANS 2021

#wohnfühlen

Please find the
Elegance range in a
separate folder.

Up to 3,5 t

Length: 5,99 – 7,64 m
Width: 2,30 m

Up to 5 Seats

Up to 5 Berth

10 Layouts

Up to 3,5 t

Length: 6,99 m 
Width: 2,32 m 

4 Seats

Up to 5 Berth

2 Layouts

Up to 3,5 t

Length: 6,93 – 7,41 m
Width: 2,32 m

Up to 4 Seats

Up to 5 Berth

3 Layouts

Up to 3,5 t

Length: 5,99 – 6,60 m
Width: 2,20 m

4 Seats

3 Berth

2 Layouts

Up to 3,5 t

Length: 5,41 – 6,36 m 
Width: 2,05 m 

Up to 4 Seats

Up to 5 Berth

4 Layouts
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LYSEO TD LYSEO TD

Enjoy your freedom and make the 
best of every season, whether hot 
summers or frosty winters: the Ly-
seo TD is always ready for action 
with the new Thermo-Floor double 
floor. The same floor will shield you 
from the cold and provide relief in 
the heat, giving you a pleasant 
sensation underfoot at all times, 
even when walking barefoot in the 
vehicle. And that’s not all: the 
Thermo-Floor construction is also 
designed to allow a level floor all 
the way from the cab to the bed-
room door, for an end-to-end feel-
good factor.

Always  
in season
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“Experience th
e beauties of  

this world very close” Provence, 2020

More than a 
success story ... 
a reference.
Who doesn’t know him? The Lyseo TD is the undisputed 
star. Since its market launch in 2016, the semi-integrated 
has convinced many customers across Europe of its char-
ismatic and practical advantages.
Its most striking feature is, of course, the Thermo-Floor 
double floor that enables year-round use. In addition, the 
Lyseo TD offers a variety of options that contribute to its 
great success. Traditional but also atypical floor plans and 
with Harmony Line equipment, so that the right Lyseo TD 
is guaranteed for everyone.

“The Lyseo TD is one of the icons of Bürstner history, just like 

the Delfin or the Elegance. We have seen how the model has 

increasingly established itself as a reference in the semi-inte-

grated segment year after year, and that makes us very proud. 

Its success rewards the work of our engineers and once again 

underlines the innovative strength of our brand.”

Madeleine Weis, Wohnfühl-manager

LYSEO TD
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Lyseo TD 
Exterior advantages

 + ABS
 + Harmony Line product graphic
 + Special Silver varnish on cab
 + Cruise control with speed limiter
 + 16 inch Alloy wheels
 + 2 x Garage door
 + XL Premium entry door 
 + Sunroof

Interior advantages

 +  Harmony Line entry unit with shelves, TV area  
and magnetic holder for glasses

 +  Upholstery in the exclusive Harmony Line design
 + Indirect lighting throughout the vehicle
 +  Fully-equipped kitchen with oven

Find more details ab
out your 

vehicle at

www.buerstner.com/uk

LYSEO TDLYSEO TD
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LYSEO TD LYSEO TD

The Lyseo TD doesn’t compromise on 
style. Harmony of shapes and colours, 
solidity of materials, quality of finishes: 
nothing is left to chance so that upon 
boarding, love at first sight is immedi-
ate. Among the ten floorplans, some 
stand out for their atypical layout, 
such as the TD 744 and 745 versions 
with rear seating or the latest addition 
to the range, the TD 644 without front 
seating. Bold, but always perfectly well 
thought out: thousands of satisfied 
users can attest to it!

More #wohnfühlen at 

www.buerstner.com/uk
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Layouts and standard features

17

LYSEO TD

Silver
(cab)

Bahia SantinaGenua Pure Bari Pure Verona Pure Catania Pure

Paint finishes Fabrics Wood finishes

Keyfacts

TD 590

TD 680 G

TD 728 G*

TD 736*

TD 745*

TD 690 G*

TD 727 G*

TD 744*

TD 644 G

TD 732*

* available with or without fold-
down bed above the middle 
seats except TD 590 and TD 
680 G (Serie)

 +  Thermo-Floor 
Double Floor

 +  special exterior 
graphics

 +  well thought-out 
interior for even 
more #wohnfühlen

LYSEO TD
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“We don’t dream
 of a 

5-star hotel ... one is
 

enough for us!”
Black Forest

, 2020

A duet of the
super-class
The Lyseo M Harmony Line is one of the stars of the Bürst-
ner #wohnfuhlen world. Classic Bürstner design, room lay-
out made for feeling at home and proven Mercedes vehi-
cle technology - that is #wohnfuhlen on a new level. The 
partially integrated motorhome is available with manual 
or automatic transmission and comes with many extras 
and assistant systems found in vehicles.

“The Lyseo M combines the best of two worlds: the cut-

ting-edge technology from Mercedes-Benz and our expertise in 

the field of interiors. As a designer, it was very important to me 

to find exactly the materials, the styles and the colors that 

make the interior of this extraordinary vehicle shine the most 

and make it unique.”

Tatjana Afra Weßelbaum, Wohnfühl-designer

LYSEO M
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Lyseo M
Exterior advantages

 +  Mercedes-Sprinter high frame chassis with  
rear-wheel drive

 + Cab in Tenorite grey metallic
 + GRP roof
 + Hill starting aid
 + Active braking, headlight and crosswind assistant
 + New Bürstner hybrid rear lights
 + Cab dimming
 + XL access door

Interior advantages

 + Driver and Passenger airbag 
 + Walking floor all on one level
 + Fully equipped kitchen
 + Large shower compartment
 +  Entry unit completely designed and functional 

(depending on layout)
 +  Three exclusive upholstered living areas  

with a choice of new quilting
 +  High-quality ceiling panelling with skyroof and  

indirect LED lighting (depending on layout/model)
 + USB charging outlet

More information at

www.buerstner.com/uk

LYSEO M LYSEO M
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The Lyseo M Harmony Line captivates 
at first sight with its special design. The 
Mercedes high-frame chassis with 

“tenorite gray metallic” paintwork offers 
an elegant contrast to the bright living 
space with high-quality materials and 
elegant upholstery combinations.
The series has 2 floor plans less than 7 
m in length, which are different but of-
fer the same design and level of com-
fort. You have to decide which floor 
plan suits you best!

The Lyseo M:

born under a lucky 
star!

LYSEO M LYSEO M
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Layouts and standard features

M 660

Keyfacts

 + Mercedes-Sprinter high  
 frame chassis with  
 rear-wheel drive

 + Active braking, headlight and  
 crosswind  
 assistant exclusive 

 + Available with or without  
 fold-down-bed

25

With a French bed as here in the M 660 or with single beds in the M 690 G

Follow the Lyseo M  

on its tour

over the island of Elba at

www.buerstner.com/uk

Paint finishes Fabrics
Wood  
finishes

Tenoritgrey
(only cab)

Merida Pure Rosario Pure

M 690 G

LYSEO M LYSEO M

Riva LoftBari Pure
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“The new Travel Van!”

Obernai, 2020 Slim lines
The Travel Van impresses with compact dimensions that 
make it a manoeuvrable vehicle on coastal roads, winding 
hills, or narrow streets.
The exterior design of the exterior graphics and design of 
the Travel Van are ultra sporty. At only 2,20m the Travel 
Van is sleek and tardis like inside and tried and tested 
solutions create generous spaces for a lot of pleasure.
Travel is easy with the Travel Van!

“Not only is the appearance decisive, but so are the ergonomics 

and functionality. Bürstner is developed in such a way that all 

aspects harmonize in the best way possible. Among other 

things, we focus on ease of use, well thought-out floor plans 

and safe handling.”

Sylvain Heideier, Wohnfühl-planner

TRAVEL VAN
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TRAVEL VAN

Travel Van
Exterior advantages

 + New Harmony Line graphics
 + 16" Alloy Wheels
 + Chrome effect rear clasp
 + Additional garage door (on the left) 
 + XL Skyroof can be opened, with fly screen and black  

 out blind
 + Electrical entry step 
 +  Premium XL door, including central locking system, 

window, fly screen and roller blind

Interior advantages

 + “Sandy Grey” furniture décor
 + New Vario-bathroom 
 + Manual cab air conditioning
 + Swivelling pilot seats upholstered to match the living room 
 + Illuminated wardrobe
 + Storage options and clothes rail with swivel function under   

 the beds (depending on layout) 
 + 198cm internal standing height (approximately) 
 +  Additional upholstery to enlarge the bed  

(depending on layout) 
 + Multi-zone cold foam mattresses
 + Light package
 + Vario Blinds

You can find more details  

about your vehicle at

www.buerstner.com/uk

TRAVEL VAN
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TRAVEL VAN

Elegant design and high functionality: 
That is what characterises the interior 
design of the Travel Van. Two-tone 
furniture designs underline the mod-
ern look of the interior. The new light-
ing concept with indirect lighting and 
the high-quality upholstery with a 
modern quilting pattern bring the right 
atmosphere.
The kitchen and the new vario-bath-
room are perfectly integrated with the 
living room. In the Harmony Line range, 
the Travel Van gains plenty of extras in 
design and equipment. 

So compact and so 

comfortable! 

TRAVEL VAN
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Layouts and standard features

T 590 G

Paint finishes Fabrics
Wood  
finishes

Keyfacts

 + Compact dimensions   
 make driving easier

 + Clever solutions create   
 generous space 

 + New vario-bathroom 
 + Fresh look inside and out

33

Graphite
(only cab)

Catania Pure Verona Pure Sandy Grey

TRAVEL VAN

T 620 G

Choose your sleeping solution – choose between single beds and transverse beds

TRAVEL VAN

Bari Pure Genua Pure
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“Old friendship, new look!”

Croatia, 2020

The Delfin is 
back
As a semi-integrated Bürstner, the Delfin has been a great 
success since its market launch in 2003. At that time, the 
colorful exterior design was particularly daring and excit-
ing him unmistakable - a true icon among the
Bürstner vehicles.

And because it is best to tell good stories several times: 17 
years later, Bürstner is launching a revised version of this 
motorhome - with a new look and new equipment. The 
dolphin is a tribute to the successful predecessor and is 
characterised by modernised lines, a contemporary interi-
or and a trendy look.

“Customers keep telling us about their wonderful experiences 

with the Delfin - for them it is much more than a motorhome! 

We are continuing the success story with the new Delfin...  

We have stayed true to the previous model, but of course have 

modernised it at the same time and adapted it to current 

customer requirements.”

Madeleine Weis, Wohnfühl-manager  

DELFIN
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DELFIN

Delfin
Exterior advantages

 + Skyroof
 + Special Silver varnish on cab
 + 16 inch Alloy wheels
 + Aluminium windows
 + Premium XL Entry door with 2-point central locking,  

 windows, fly screen and waste bin
 + Speed limiter
 +  Harmony Line product graphic and parts  

in “Blue” or “Mocca”

Interior advantages

 + Harmony Line entry unit with TV area (depending on  
 layout)

 + Upholstery in the exclusive Harmony Line design
 + Vario-Blinds
 + Kitchen side wall cladding
 + Exclusive lighting concept
 + Special kitchen equipment

You can find more details 

about your vehicle at 

www.buerstner.com/uk

DELFIN
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The Delfin retains the most striking el-
ements of its predecessor, such as the 
typical blue, which can be found in fine 
accents and in the Delfin-shaped logo 
on the external graphics. And inside, 
too, there is everything that makes the 
Delfin a typical Bürstner: soft and har-
monious shapes, Riva Loft furniture 
with lacquered cabinet doors, two up-
holsteries with the “Delfin” and a har-
monious lighting atmosphere. A level 
floor with no tripping hazards and the 
open living-kitchen concept ensure 
freedom of movement on board. The 
optional pull-down bed (standard in T 
680 G) and many other variants offer 
flexibility and allow you to adapt the 
Delfin as you need it. Experience pure 
relaxation!

More details at
 

www.buerstner.com/uk

DELFINDELFIN
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Layouts and standard features

Fabrics Wood finishes

Keyfacts

41

Riva Loft

Paint finishes

Cab “Silver”
Chassis “Blue”

Rosario Delf
(with “Blue”)

Kaluna Delf
(with “Mocca”)

DELFIN

T 680 G

Cab “Silver”
Chassis “Mocca”

T 727 G*

T 736*

* available with or without 
fold-down bed above the 
middle seats except TD 
680 G (Serie)

 + Stylish and fully  
 equipped

 + Two paint finishes
 + Two fabrics
 + The Must Have

DELFIN
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#WOHNFÜHLEN

More than a 
vehicle 
Travelling with a motorhome is not only another 
way to go on vacation, but a way of life. The dream 
of being on the road with your motorhome and all 
you need. The Bürstner brand stands for this dream 
like no other. We do everything to ensure that the 
feeling of space, furniture design and functionality 
are perfectly coordinated. In this way, the joy of be-
ing on the road together, living and experiencing can 
be rediscovered every day. Drive to your favourite 
places, in your favourite place. 

#WOHNFÜHLEN

Fish straight from the sea, fruit straight 
from the tree and crunchy vegetables 
from the local market- in your motor-
home you can conjure up delicious dishes 
using the freshest ingredients. State-of-
the-art gas cookers, drawers with soft-
close function, cleverly positioned refrig-
erators: Bürstner kitchens fulfil all your 
wishes. Because good cuisine is the foun-
dation of all happiness.

All details at

www.buerstner.com/uk

Become a star Chef

Bürstner has all you need to help you relax 
after a busy day and recharge your batte-
ries ready for new adventures. There are 
beds to cater for every taste – single, dou-
ble or queen-size beds. Then there are 
some clever features which make it really 
comfortable to lie in all positions. Sleep 
well – and sweet dreams!

Sweet dreams 

Everything in a Bürstner is de-
signed to create a harmonious 
interior. Not only is the appear-
ance decisive, but also the ergo-
nomics and functionality, our ex-
perts work with passion, so that 
the feeling of space, furniture 
design and functionality are per-
fectly coordinated. And that is 
what makes the indescribable 
Bürstner feeling. 

Live harmoniously 

Travelling with a feeling of security should 
and may be your only requirement. You can 
only expect the best from a Bürstner when 
it comes to chassis and drive technology. 
All models are based on chassis that are 
characterised by reliability and functionali-
ty. There are also numerous equipment op-
tions, standard or optional, that enhance 
the #wohnfühlen.

Drive safely 

Anyone travelling for any length of time, 
perhaps taking the occasional road trip, 
needs space for the big things and all the 
little necessities. Bürstner is on a mission to 
exploit every last millimetre of space and 
to come up with clever design solutions to
maximise storage capacity. For exemple, 
with easily accessible cargo holds and a lot 
of storage spaces and compartments, even 
in the underfloor.

Clever arrangements

You are unique. And so is your Bürstner too. 
A wide range of paint variants, numerous 
upholstery options, diverse equipment 
packages and much more! The possibili-
ties for personalising your dream motor-
home are endless! Only one thing counts: 
that you fell at home. Anywhere, anytime. 

Individual design 

What could be nicer than being able to re-
fresh yourself after a long drive. A day at 
the beach or after doing sports? The day 
also starts much better after a warm, re-
laxing shower. Everything has been 
thought of in a Bürstner bathroom so that 
you can enjoy this daily ritual with all your 
senses. 

Feel refreshed 

My Bürstner  

fits to me!
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Throughout Europe

Our experience 
in action for you 
Our motorhomes carry the entire DNA 
of Bürstner: They are built in our Ger-
man plant in Kehl, their furniture comes 
from our branch in Wissembourg, 
France. You benefit from more than 60 
years of know-how in the production of 
leisure vehicles. Thanks to the reliability 
of our procedures, the competence of 
our employees and the uncompromis-
ing quality, you can be sure: with Bürst-
ner you can look forward to your trip 
with ease! The best proof? The water 
ingress guarantee of 10 years on all our 
vehicles from 2019*. 

You don’t buy a motorhome at 
will. You get information, you visit 
it, you compare and think. And 
when you finally decide, you can 
be sure that you have found ex-
actly the vehicle that best suits 
your needs. We are aware of 
that! That’s why we work with 
experts who are committed to 
making your wishes come true. 
You can rely on us 100% because 
we are passionate and have 
many years’ experience working 

for brands and products. We 
work ambitiously towards a sin-
gle goal: that your Bürstner truly 
becomes your favourite place! 
Our headquarters are on the bor-
der between Germany and 
France – and this great opportu-
nity. We get the best out of this 
European environment. Germany 
reliability and thoroughness 
paired with French joie de vivre 
and a sense of aesthetics. The 
best of both worlds for you. 

Experts in #wohnfühlen
More than a vehicle.

Made by Bürstner
Enjoy the light and airy: This is one 
of the demands that characterise 
the interior design of every Bürst-
ner. With the comprehensive cli-
mate and lighting concept, Bürst-
ner always ensures an optional 

atmosphere. Many useful improve-
ments help you always feel com-
fortable inside the vehicle regard-
less of the outside temperature 
and that the holiday experience is 
remembered for a long time. 

Perfect living 
atmosphere

There is something magical about starting a journey. The butterflies in your stom-
ach. What experiences will the tour bring? It is good when you have entrusted 
yourself to a strong brand like Bürstner. Wherever you are, a Bürstner trade part-
ner is always nearby. No matter whether it is a spare part, a service interval or just 
good advice. Good to know that you are part of the large Bürstner family. 

Be connected.
Even when you are on the go

Find out more on ou
r website 

www.buerstner.co
m/uk

*  Requirement: one annual 

control of the from a 

recognised Bürstner partner 

is performed.

#WOHNFÜHLEN#WOHNFÜHLEN
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LAYOUTS

TD 590

TD 680 G

TD 728 G*

TD 736*

TD 745*

TD 690 G*

TD 727 G*

TD 744*

TD 644 G*

* *  available with or without  
fold-down bed except (Serie im TD 
590, TD 680 G)

TD 732*

Campervans Lyseo-Range

LYSEO TD LYSEO M

Semi-Integrated

DELFINTRAVEL VAN
T 680 G T 727 G*

T 736*

M 660*

M 690 G*

T 590 G

T 620 G

ELISEO
C 540

C 543

C 600

C 641

GRP roof

Bicycle garage

Refrigerator volume 
in litres

Compact length

Fold-down bed

Standing  
headroom in the 
vehicle

GRP floor 

Thermo-Floor-
Double-Floor

Continuous  
running floor

Icons

Central locking  
system

Lounge

Please find the
Elegance range in a
separate folder.



Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG
Weststraße 33
77694 Kehl

info@buerstner.com
www.buerstner.com

Your Bürstner Retailer is looking forward to seeing you! 

The technical data in this catalogue was correct at the time of going to press. Although we check the content carefully, we cannot guarantee that the document is free of printing errors. We reserve the right to make changes to the 
features and improvements to the model in the course of the relevant year. The design and colour of fixtures and fittings may vary from those illustrated, as is customary in the trade and due to the nature of the materials used. The same 
applies to technical modifications to the vehicle insofar as the overall production quality is maintained or improved and provided that the vehicle remains fit for the intended purpose. Before signing any contracts, please consult your local 
authorised Bürstner stockist for information on the latest products and models. All the prices quoted for accessories are as installed in new vehicles in the factory.

The pictures might show optional equipment or decorative items which are not included in the scope of delivery.  
Subject to change without notice, errors and omissions excepted. All information is based on the criteria of the German market.

Any modifications to the factory condition of your vehicle may compromise its safety and roadworthiness. Please take heed of all the regulations relating to the safe use of your vehicle. Make sure that you are in possession of the correct 
driving licence to be allowed to drive a motorhome. Be aware of the “technically permissible maximum mass” of your vehicle and do not exceed this legal limit. Please note the axle load limits and make sure that the load is distributed 
according to the axle weight rating. Roof fittings and aerials will alter the height of the motorhome. The overall length of the vehicle will increase if the rear ladder is fitted. 
The combinations of roof accessories which can be fitted on the vehicle will depend on the model in any given case.
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